Electrophysiological responses in Amazonian fish species Bryconops caudomaculatus (Osteichthyes: Characiformes) as biomarkers of xenobiotic toxicity.
Sublethal exposures to environmental pollutants may cause changes in physiological parameters. Thus, knowledge of basal physiological rates of the species and the development of methods to quantify these rates are extremely important. Considering the scarcity of cardiac and muscle physiological studies in native Amazonian fish species and that no evaluation of electrophysiological responses by exposure to a stressor has been reported in Bryconops caudomaculatus, the aim of this study was to develop techniques of electromyographic and electrocardiographic recordings of normal responses, during toxicity induction and short-term recovery. A total of 9 animals were used, divided into two groups: control group (n = 4) and treated group (n = 5), with records lasting 5 min. The results showed that the basal electromyographic records indicate that the studied species has a very intense swimming activity, whereas the basal cardiac parameters clearly showed the patterns in P wave tracing, QRS complex, T wave and Q-T and R-R intervals. During exposure to the stressor, muscle activity ceased presenting intense decrease and myorelaxant effect expected. Electrocardiographic responses confirmed cardiotoxicity with intense bradycardia, ventricular bigeminism, prolongation of QRS complex duration and cardiac arrhythmias, indicating cardiac dysfunction. It was concluded that the electrophysiological responses are excellent biomarkers and showed the susceptibility of the species to the tested substance. In addition, the electrocardiogram and the electromyogram are excellent techniques to reflect the degree of environmental stress when organisms are exposed to toxic substances in the environment.